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The multimodal literacy
project: supporting looked

after children
Petula Bhojwani, PhD, Literacy Consultant

Liz Kitts, Education Improvement Consultant, Nottinghamshire Local Authority

Petula Bhojwani and Liz Kitts describe the success of a local authority project which aims to address
underachievement by providing multimodal literacy support for looked after children at home and at school.

Background
The phrase ‘looked after’ refers to young people in public
care; in Nottinghamshire the local authority defines ‘looked
after’ as ‘cared for by us’. Current figures indicate that
there are over 700 children in care in Nottinghamshire and
like councils around the country, it is striving to address
evidence that these children often underachieve in
education compared to their peers.

In Nottinghamshire, a project centred on multimodal literacy
was designed to form strong bridges between the home and
school settings. Now in its third year, this article outlines the
local authority project and shares some of the most recent
work and findings. From its start in 2011, the project has
grown and in 2012-13 a total of 20 children involving 14
families and 13 schools completed the year-long project of
support.

Multimodal kits
These kits contain carefully selected resources and
suggested activities and stem from the concept of ‘funds of
knowledge’ (Moll 2005) which recognises that children from
diverse backgrounds bring diverse experiences. Each child’s
reading ability and interests are taken into account when
selecting a kit which is given to the looked after child to
take home in the autumn term. It is the intention that these
resources will stay with the child regardless of change in
school or home setting.

Whymultimodal literacy?
Many of the texts that children enjoy and experience are
multimodal, combining the modes of print and image,
sound and gesture/movement (Bearne &Wolstencroft,
2007; Bhojwani et al. 2010). With this in mind, the project
incorporates a model which focuses on the children’s
understanding how four key modes - sound, word, image
and movement (S.W.I.M) are combined in onscreen texts
through their own reading and compositions.

Kit 1
Geared more
towards younger
children, all three
books are themed
on action and very
much focused on
developing the
imagination. The
books contain
excellent images
and provide models
which can be
recreated in similar
formats.

Kit 2

This kit contains four of author and illustrator Emily Gravett’s
books which could be grouped together and used as part
of an author study. The texts chosen within this kit make it
appropriate for KS1 – Year 3.
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Kit 3

This kit has strong links with history and geography themes.
However, the texts provide quite varied and potentially
challenging formats consisting of a graphic novel, a picture
book without words, a text consisting of several text types,
a multi-layered narrative picture book and a photographic
picture book which entwines fiction and reality.

Kit 4

These three graphic novels, touching on the theme of
abandonment in very different ways, demonstrate a visually
emotional sensitivity to three children’s adventures. The
DVD of Hugo, the film based on The Invention of Hugo Cabret
(Selznick 2007), is also included in the kit to enable the
possibility of a film study.

Individual kits consist of a support booklet, 4-5 multi-layered
quality picture books, several small artefacts to extend the
narrative texts, a digital camera, headphones, memory stick,
talking photo album and leaflet on places to visit nearby
centred on the kit’s theme. There are suggestions on
literacy activities but this is intended as a child centred
learning initiative and so there is a degree of freedom and
choice on how to proceed with the text creation at home
and school.

Working together
A programme of consultant support alongside the resources
was planned with the individual schools and carers over
the year. Two ‘hub meetings’ for carers and designated
teachers to meet also took place and enabled all involved
to share progress and ideas. This provided an opportunity
for partnerships to form as it was clear that carers and

teachers were learning from each other and communicating
regularly.

It became evident over the year that the three parties
concerned – carers, designated teachers and young people
all had individual needs and ideas, therefore the approaches
varied. Some carers lacked confidence so required more
direction and support from the consultant and school.
Some children were able to proceed alone or more openly at
home as a family project.

Key points
• The project is child centred, encouraging the child to

make literacy choices
• It is made explicit that not everything in the kit is likely to

appeal to all children
• Suggestions on how to use each kit are included where

required carers can receive additional support
• Text production draws on activities and experiences in

the home and outside school.

Awindow of opportunity
At the first hub meeting an activity was introduced to the
whole cohort based onWindow by Jeanie Baker (2002).
After sharing the story with their carer, the children were to
discuss how Jeannie Baker told the story through images.
Each window shot depicts the same bedroom setting
each year as the character becomes older (from birth to
adulthood). There are different artefacts positioned on the
window ledge each year, revealing more and more about
the character’s identity and the passing of time is shown in
the changing landscape beyond the window.

After various planned discussions, the children were asked to
take a photo of their ownwindow, sharing a glimpse of their
everyday world and a fantasy window showing what they
would like to see. This revealed an insight into the children’s
real and fantasy worlds as they revealed what they were
prepared to share with us. Teachers and carers both gained
from this as the child’s interests and sometimes emotions
transpired and could then be sensitively worked through.

Figure 1: fantasy window created by a Year 5 boy in school
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His teacher explained:

‘Carl decided to create a fantasy world through his
window. He decided that it would be exciting and
amazing to see magical creatures and wizards through
his window. When asked why he would like to see this,
he explained that it would be something different, an
escape from everyday life.’

Figure 2: a large window framemade from a painting canvas,
created by 3 siblings. This was carefully positioned then
photographed to create the desired scenes

Figures 3 & 4: this 9-year-old girl lost her mother through tragic
circumstances. She chose to share her window images as a
picture of a grave that shemade in her garden followed, by a
poem inspired by her thoughts and observations on her journey
to her mother’s actual grave in Devon

Using Photo Story

Figure 5: a Year 3 boy who struggled with the physicality of
writing, however, responded well to digital resources like Photo
Story

Photo Story software is a free downloadable resource
from the Microsoft website. The software supports the
multimodal approach, enabling children to gradually build
the components of their text. Photo Story directs the user
to add images, effects, text and then sound. Children who
were reluctant to put pen to paper became motivated and
engaged by the notion and their ideas could be captured
using the technology and as a result produced quality text.

Figures 6 & 7: 11 year-old boy’s graphic text inspired by the
books in kit 4
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Figures 8 & 9: a 10-year-old girl’s art and writing inspired by her
imaginative windowwork in school

What the children weremost proud of

‘The responsibility of having everything to look after.’

‘Family tree because I liked making it.’

‘The book which turned into a truck. I found a box to add to
it which I turned into a trailer. Me and my brothers played in
it and put bricks in the truck.’

‘Creating my talking photo album for my detective story.’

Successes
The project improved home-school links and the children
took pride in their work, developing a keen sense of
authorship and an interest in authorial intent. There was
great enthusiasm for books and book-making and the
children’s ICT skills were enhanced. Overall they displayed
improved confidence and a ‘can do’belief. Interacting with
thought-provoking, quality texts and responding to them
creatively enabled children and carers to respond to issues

and develop relationships. The
project has been a means to open
up communications between
home and school thus creating the
opportunity for all concerned (carer,
designated teacher, social worker)
to work together to enhance and
support the young person’s literacy
experiences.

At the end of the project all the
children made progress in reading
and all but one made progress in
writing (the child’s attainment level
remained the same). Although it
is difficult to attribute attainment
progress solely to the project,
schools felt the approach had made
a significant contribution to these
children’s engagement in literacy.

Where next?
This year the project has been
continued with the existing group
of students. This will enable us to
build upon the strong home school
links that have been formed and
also support some individuals as
they move into key stage 3. The
main aim will be to continue to
develop the children’s skills and
understanding of multimodality as
we work with new digital resources
to support Literacy work; each
child will be given a tablet with
carefully selected APPS as well as
further rich, multi-layered picture
books. In addition, a new cohort
of looked after children will work
with the successful model and

existing kits. And so, we are hoping that we have developed
a two year model of support which will prove manageable
as designated teachers and confident carers will be able to
support future groups across Nottinghamshire striving to
build upon previous achievements.
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